
    

Personal City 

Book Facility 

Book For Activity 

Seasonal Events  

Rent Appartment 

Contribute to community

Public Is Private
PIP

Book Facility for Private use : 
- Gyme 
- Office Cubical 
- Electirc car or scooter 
- Open Space for Family occasions  
Book for Activity 
[To manage the density ]: 
- Amphitheater for out door cinema 
- The open space for temporary retail 
- Urban Agriculture activity 
- Specify the period and the price  

Seasonal Events : 
Notify the residence and the public for the up-
coming events and festivals 

Contribute to community: 
This link will help the people with low income to 
get benefits or discount offers in the building, Ex-
ample for the community contribution : 
- To be part of the urban Agriculture program
- Volunteer in organizing Events 

The Building in the City , The City in the Palm of your Hand.

Plot

Residential Privet 
Roof Garden

Urban Agriculture 
Roofs

Public openspace 

Non-centralize System Centralize System

Building Section Building Section 

Massing  

Horizontal and vertical connection Outdoor public spaces and roof gardens. Green roofs 
improve the storm water collection and support the 

healthy social interaction 

Units mix modularity (flexibility and adaptability)

Podium Podium+2 Podium+6

Post COVID-19 The Personal City

All the destinations  where 
you live 

Destinations Scatered in 
the city

The city in the palm of 
your hand 

Pre COVID : london is live 
work city  

Post Covid -19: All the uses 
within one place solution 

Open public spaces 

Residential 

Health care
sport activity [gym]

Offices cubes

Retail 

learn 

(Normal) Development Personal City Development 

Courtyard 

Redsidential  
+ Offices

GF : Commercial 

Coexisting 
spaces 

Interconnected 
structure  

Multipal 
cores

Mixed used 
building 

Core

Noncentralized  Development Normal  Development 

Steel structure cube module . 
Future expansion flexibility.

Residential unit has the flexibility to 
expand from studio to 3 bedroom flat 

Studio

BalconyBalcony

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Balcony

Bedroom Bedroom Bedroom

They are efficient only as long as condi-
tions are perfect, but liable to catastroph-
ic failure in the long term. large scales is 
more vulnerable to shocks. For another 
thing, the smaller scales that make up and 
support the larger scales facilitate regen-
eration and adaptation. When the small 
cells of a larger organ are damaged, it’s 
easy for that damaged tissue to grow back 
— rather like repairing the small bricks of 
a damaged wall 

They have a wide distribution of 
scales of structure

They have diversity and redun-
dancy of activities, types, objec-
tives, and populations
They have inter-connected 
networks of pathways and re-
lationships
They (and their parts) can adapt 
and organize in response to 
changing needs on different spa-
tial and temporal scales, and in 
response to each other

Guildhall 
Library 

St Mary Staining 

    While the world noticed how COVID-19 has a huge impact on ev-
erything on human life in all aspects ...  architecture couldnt respon-
de fast and adapt with the new reality  pandamic showed how the ar-
chitecture lacks the flexibility and adaptability to face the shocks.   
This project adopted two ideas for the design the first idea is the 15 min 
city concept where everything you need is available within your reach in 
the neighborhood. we can achieve this through non-centralized concept 
which is a part of  the resilience principle it support diversity and redundan-
cy of the project activities, objects and population. 
Resilient cities evolve in a very specific manner. They retain and build 
upon older patterns or information . with a rich and balanced diversity of 
scales, especially including and encouraging the most fine-grained scales, 
is going to be more easily repairable and adaptable to new uses. It can 
withstand disruptions better because its responses can occur on any and 
all different levels of scale. The city uses the disruption to define a “pivot” 
on a particular scale, around which to structure a complex multi-scale.. this 
dynamic concept vibrat and alive can bring to a smaller scale architecture / 
buildings a new ways to survive ... bring diversity in facilites, functions and 
spaces to the project will make a benefit to social community around it and 
bring city life style living to it ( the city in palm of your hand ).


